Baseline Document Change Announcement

ANNOUNCEMENT:   BDC18T-02

DATE:           June 17, 2019

SUBJECT:       Miscellaneous Changes
- Revision to Construction Legend, Construction Plans, and Ties Sheets of the 2016 Sample Plans.

The Construction Legend, Construction Plans, and Ties Sheets of the 2016 Sample Plans have been revised to reflect current standards.

The changes are as follows:

Page 7 (Sheet CL-1) Construction Legend
- Miscellaneous Symbol for Milling is changed from double hatch to shade.

Page 11 (Sheet C-4) Construction Plans
- Added a pay item number 607034 “9” x 14” Concrete Vertical Curb” and a note for pay item number 602105 “Type B Inlet with Driveway Access Plates”.

Page 27-29 (Sheets T-1 thru T-3) Ties
- Ties & Alignment Data Table-East coordinate values are revised due to typographical error.
- Curve Data Table - North COORD. & East COORD. columns are deleted. The modern GPS instrument does not require this information.
- Ramp Data Table has been added.

Implementation Code   R (ROUTINE)

Changes must be implemented in all applicable Department projects scheduled for Final Design Submission at least one month after the date of the BDC announcement. This will allow designers to make necessary plan, specifications, and estimate/proposal changes without requiring the need for addenda or postponement of advertisement or receipt of bids.
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Paul F. Schneider
Director
Capital Program Support
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Capital Program Management
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